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Electromagnetic Resonances of Natural Grasslands and Their Eﬀects
on Radar Vegetation Index
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Abstract—The present paper studies the characteristics of electromagnetic scattering from vegetation
models constructed as random wire structures for the purpose of PolSAR imaging and ground surface
cover recognition and classiﬁcation. Radar vegetation index (RVI) has been developed for the purpose
of vegetation growth monitoring. A new method is proposed to use the RVI as an accurate monitor
for the natural grassland height taking into account the operational parameters such as the PolSAR
look angle and the operating frequency. Also, the present paper addresses a problem that may lead
to false indications of the RVI measured for grassland areas. It frequently occurs that some of the
narrow long leaves of the grass cloud are quasi-parallel and of nearly equal lengths leading to the
generation of internally resonant modes. The enhancement or diminishing of the backscattered ﬁeld
at such internal resonances may give false indication of the RVI, and hence, wrong information can be
estimated such as the water content and the grass height. A new method is proposed to model the
natural grasslands as clouds of electrically conductive random curly strips for the purpose of obtaining
the backscatter coeﬃcients and, hence, the corresponding RVI. The error in height estimation using the
proposed method due to the existence of the internal resonances is numerically investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION
Earth remote sensing via satellites is an eﬀective way for management of environmental resources such
as measuring and monitoring vegetation areas. Compared with spaceborne optical sensors used for
earth remote sensing, Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar (PolSAR) allows high spatial resolution
imaging and has the ability to penetrate clouds acquire data independently of weather conditions and
sunlight illumination it is useful for the observation of dynamic processes on the Earth’s surface. At
the appropriate microwave frequencies, PolSAR signals can pass through vegetation canopy, allowing
observation of the underlying surface [1]. A PolSAR system has been used to monitor biophysical
conditions of various crops that include wheat, soybean, corn, alfalfa, cotton, and rice [2–4].
One of the most important environmental and commercial applications of PolSAR systems is the
vegetation monitoring. One of the vegetation monitoring tools is the use of the Radar Vegetation
Index (RVI) to extract important information regarding the crops, forests and grasslands. The RVI, as
ﬁrstly introduced in [5], is a measure of volume scattering (from randomly oriented dipoles), which is
a scattering mechanism usually caused by the structural elements of vegetation (leaves, branches and
trunks). The RVI can be physically interpreted as proportional to the ratio between the power caused
by volume scattering due to vegetation to the total scattered power represents the brightness of an
illuminated area on the ground surface. The RVI can be considered a measure of cross polarization due
to volume scattering and it has been proposed as a method for monitoring the level of vegetation growth.
High correlation exists between RVI with crop age and crop biomass [6]. It ranges between 0 and 1 with
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a value near 0 for a smooth bare soil surface and increases with vegetation growth [7]. The RVI has
been introduced in [8] and has been applied in [9] for estimating the Vegetation Water Content (VWC)
of rice crop and soybean. It has been found the RVI can be signiﬁcantly correlated to VWC [10] and
Leaf Area Index (LAI). Moreover, the RVI can be correlated to the Normalized Diﬀerence Vegetation
Index (NDVI) measured by optical sensors at various frequencies [9].
The natural pasture which plays a great role in the economic life (grass can be a main source of
food) and ecosystem balance (grassland contributes to carbon storage). The method described in the
present paper to recover the grass height from the RVI data collected by a PolSAR system is proposed
for the grassland type in which the vertical orientation of an individual leaf is rather dominant. If the
angle between the leaf and the gravity direction is θg then the mean value of this angle is μθg = 0,
whereas its standard deviation σθg is usually very small (σθg < 10). This is true for the most common
types of natural pasture and, hence, the proposed method is applicable for the estimation of the height
of the most commonly types of grasslands.
The present work aims to monitor the natural grass height in a grassland area using the RVI
which is calculated using the backscatter coeﬃcients measured by PolSAR systems. For this purpose,
electromagnetic (EM) simulation is applied by subjecting realistic geometric models of random strip-wire
structures representing the grassland to incident plane waves polarized so as to evaluate the backscatter
coeﬃcients. The present work proposes a new geometric model for the natural vegetation covers on
the ground surface. In literature, vegetation is usually modeled as clouds of randomly oriented straight
dipoles [11–13]. In fact, the long narrow leaves constituting the grass cloud are not straight in shape.
It may be more appropriate to use a randomly oriented curly narrow strip as a model for a single leaf
of the grass instead of using a thin straight wire with random orientation. Thus, for EM simulation of
volume scattering, clouds of conductive random curly strips are used to model grassland areas. EM is
achieved by subjecting such grassland models to horizontally polarized and vertically polarized plane
waves and then applying the method of moments (MoM) to solve an electric ﬁeld integral equation
(EFIE) to estimate the volume scattering. This is applied to evaluate the scattering from ensembles
of grassland models with diﬀerent grass heights. In this way the relation between the grass height and
the corresponding RVI can be obtained. The inverse operation of retrieving the grass height from the
measured values of the RVI can be applied and the accuracy of the retrieved grass height is assessed.
Figure 1 shows a block diagram for the proposed operation to estimate the grass height through EM
simulation. This operation is carried out through a sequence of steps starting with generating multiple
geometric models for grassland areas with diﬀerent values of the grass height. The EM simulation is then
applied to obtain the backscatter coeﬃcients from which the RVI can be calculated for the corresponding
grass height. The relation between the RVI and the corresponding grass height is obtained as higherorder polynomial. Finally, the inverse operation of estimating the grassland height from the ﬁtted
higher-order polynomial is accomplished. The accuracy of the retrieved height is calculated as the
diﬀerence between the grass height of the geometric model subjected to EM simulation and the height
estimated trough the ﬁtted polynomial.
The RVI as measured by a PolSAR system can be inﬂuenced to a great extent, by some conditions
and working parameters such as the ground surface roughness, soil moisture, radar look angle, VWC,
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Figure 1. Block diagram for the operation proposed to use EM simulation for estimating the grassland
height from the RVI measured by a PolSAR system.
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and the vegetation structure itself. Thus, to extract true information from the measured RVI, these
conditions and working parameters should be taken into account. Moreover, the speckle noise frequently
appearing in SAR data probably results in considerable errors of the RVI from which false information
can be estimated [1].
The present work addresses an important problem which may result in signiﬁcant errors and
consequent wrong estimations from the RVI measured by PolSAR systems for grassland areas. The
cloud of long narrow leaves constituting a grassland area usually contains quasi-parallel leaves, which
may cause dramatic changes of the measured RVI over narrow intervals of the frequency depending on
the grass height. This can be more explained in view of the geometric model of the grassland area
proposed above. The resonant modes of parallel twins (two-wire) waveguide resonator may probably
exist at random positions of the grassland area causing dramatic changes of the backscattered ﬁeld
(peaks or anti-peaks) over very narrow bands of the frequency. As the backscatter coeﬃcients are
used to calculate the covariance matrix and, hence, the RVI, it is important to study the conditions of
generating such type of resonant modes in a random strip clouds and to investigate their eﬀects on the
measured RVI. Unlike the natural modes of a wire, these modes cannot be generated on the surface of a
single strip wire and are only generated between couples of wires and, hence, they are named “internal
resonances”.
The next section of the present paper is concerned with the deﬁnition of the RVI, and Section
3 gives a brief note about the resonances of the parallel wires. Section 4 describes the geometric
model proposed for the grassland area. Section 5 explains the EM simulation of the PolSAR imaging
operation to estimate the RVI. Finally, Section 6 presents and discusses the numerical results concerned
with the grassland modeling, EM scattering, calculated RVI, estimated grass height, and the error of
the estimated height due to the eﬀect of the internal modes.
2. VEGETATION MONITORING USING SPACEBORNE LAND IMAGING
SYSTEMS
Quantitative indices are used to monitor vegetation growth on the earth surface. The most commonly
used vegetation monitoring indices are the Normalized Diﬀerence Vegetation Index (NDVI) and the
RVI. The former is used by spaceborne land-imaging systems based on optical sensors whereas the
latter is used by spaceborne PolSAR systems for earth remote sensing. However, the RVI used by
PolSAR systems to monitor vegetation growth can be superior to the NDVI as it has low sensitivity to
changes in environmental conditions.
2.1. Optical Sensors for Vegetation Monitoring
The NDVI reveals some information about photosynthetic activity and cellular structure of vegetation in
a single numerical value. In other words, it is easy to use and understand. NDVI quantiﬁes vegetation
by measuring the diﬀerence between near-infrared (which vegetation strongly reﬂects) and red light
(which vegetation absorbs).
NIR − RED
(1)
NDVI =
NIR + RED
Of course there are some limitations in what NDVI can really reveal vegetation structure, but it is
a good tool if the available spectral bands are only the red and near infrared bands.
2.2. PolSAR Systems for Vegetation Monitoring
For calculating the RVI, the PolSAR system collects the co-polarized and cross-polarized backscattering
coeﬃcients Shh , Svh , Shv , and Svv , which are deﬁned as,
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For monostatic PolSAR systems, the EM reciprocity implies that Shv = Svh , and hence, the
covariance matrix can be assessed as follows, where operator   denotes the ensemble average, while
superscript ∗ denotes the complex conjugate.
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in power unit.
RVI is a simple function of radar backscatter coeﬃcients, which includes a unique combination of
all polarizations. Using elements of the covariance matrix deﬁned in Eq. (3), the RVI can be calculated
as follows
8σhv
(4)
RVI =
σhh + σvv + 2σhv
The denominator of the quantity on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4) can represent the total scattered
power from the illuminated target area. Thus, the RVI can be physically interpreted as proportional
to the ratio of the power caused by volume scattering due to vegetation to the total scattered power
which represents the brightness of an illuminated area on the ground surface. RVI is a measure of the
cross-polarization of backscatter from PolSAR targets. For sea surface and desert or bare lands, RVI
is usually less than 0.2. For natural vegetation areas, RVI ranges from 0.2 to 1.0. For urban areas and
man-made structures, RVI is usually greater than 1.0.

3. INTERNAL RESONANCES OF RANDOM WIRE STRUCTURES
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Long narrow leaves constituting the grassland may contain many pairs of quasi-parallel leaves. It may
be useful to study the behavior of such resonant modes generated between couples of parallel straight
as well as random curly wires. To account for the generation of such internal resonances in the EM
simulation, the modes of the two-strip waveguide resonator are discussed. The two-strip transmission
line has a principal TEM mode with zero cutoﬀ frequency. Like cavity-backed apertures [14, 15], the
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Figure 2. Distribution of the current on the strip surfaces and the electric ﬁeld between the two-strip
waveguide at the ﬁrst and second resonant modes.
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ﬁnite length open ended two-wire transmission line has (internal) resonant modes. For very narrow
strips (w/L → 0), the resonant frequencies of the resonant TEM modes of the two-strip waveguide
resonator can be calculated as follows.
c
c
(5)
fnTEM ≈ TEM ≈ n , n = 1, 2, 3, ...
λn
2L
where λTEM
is the wavelength of the two-wire TEM guided mode, c the velocity of light, L the length
n
of the two-wire transmission line, and n the order of the resonant mode.
Figure 2 shows the current distribution on the surface of the strips and the electric ﬁeld lines in
the region between the parallel strips at the frequencies corresponding to the ﬁrst and second internal
resonances. It should be noticed that natural resonances of a narrow straight strip occur at frequencies
given by the same expression as Eq. (5). This means that a pair of parallel strips is characterized by
both internal (waveguide) resonant modes and external (natural) resonant modes occurring at almost
the same resonant frequencies.
4. MODELING OF NATURAL GRASSLAND AS CLOUDS OF CONDUCTIVE
RANDOM CURLY STRIPS
For electromagnetic simulation, natural vegetation covers on the ground surface are usually modeled
in literature as random structures composed of randomly oriented and distributed straight wires.
Nevertheless, the long narrow leaves constituting the grass cloud are not usually straight. Therefore,
instead of using randomly oriented thin straight wires for electromagnetic simulation of volume
scattering from vegetation areas, the present work proposes a random curly conductive strip to be
used as a model for a single leaf of the grass.
The long narrow leaf of the grass has height h and width w which are random variables with normal
distributions within a cloud of leaves constituting a grassland area. In the present study, such a leaf is
geometrically modelled as a curly strip constructed of pairs of vertices. The vertices of a pair have the
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Figure 3. Triangular patch model of random curly strip with its geometrical parameters.
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same z-coordinate and are horizontally separated by distance w. The centerline of the strip is discretized
to a number of M points which are sequentially connected for m = 1, 2, ..., M . The coordinates of each
point are (ρm , φm , zm ). Once the strip height h is determined, the points on the center line of the strip
are uniformly distributed along the strip axis with their z-coordinates given as follows.
h
zm = (m − 1) , m = 1, 2, 3, ..., M
(6)
M
The coordinates ρm and φm are Gaussian random numbers with mean values μρ and μφ , respectively
and standard deviation, σρ and σφ , respectively. The random numbers ρm and φm for m = 1, 2, ..., M are
spatially correlated along the z-axis with correlation length lρc and lφc , respectively. The random values
of ρm and φm are generated using the Savitzky-Golay ﬁlter method described in [16] for generating one
dimensional sequence of spatially correlated random numbers.
Both parameters of the geometric model of each strip and the statistical parameters that control
the distribution of the strips within the random cloud should be set to match the type of grass subjected
to EM simulation. Figure 4(a) shows a random curly strip which can be an element of a random cloud,
whereas Figure 4(b) shows a cloud of such random curly strips to simulate natural grassland area for
realistic EM simulation of the PolSAR system operation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Geometric models of single random curly strip and a random cloud of such a strip subjected
to incident plane waves for EM simulation. (a) Single random curly strips. (b) Cloud of random curly
strips.
Models of vegetation areas are constructed as clouds of random curly strips with statistical
properties that ensure accurate representation of the natural grassland areas. A random volumetric
structure of such random curly strips can be constructed as shown in Figure 4(b) by generating a
number of these strips, each at a location deﬁned by the random variables (xo , yo , zo ) which are normally
distributed with mean values μxo , μyo , and μzo , respectively, and standard deviations σxo , σyo , and σzo ,
respectively. It should be noted that the mean values and variances of these coordinates are arbitrarily
determined according to the horizontal density of the natural grass. Since the vertical orientation of an
individual leaf is rather dominant for most of the grassland types, the angle between the leaf and gravity
direction, θg , should have Gaussian probability distribution function. Assuming no wind conditions, the
mean value of this angle is μθg = 0, whereas its standard deviation σθg is usually very small (σθg < 10)
for most of the grassland types. When such a grassland area is subjected to a plane wave incident
at an angle θi with the vertical direction (z-axis), the aspect angles for the leaves of the grass can
be considered as Gaussian random variable θA , whose mean value is μθA = θi and standard deviation
σ θA = σ θg .
To demonstrate the eﬀect of the internal resonances on the RVI assessed through EM simulation,
two models of grassland areas are generated: model A and model B. The grassland model A is free from
internal resonances. To prevent the generation of such resonances within model A when it is subjected
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to incident plane wave, no pair is allowed to have its strips parallel. On the other hand, grassland
model B is allowed to excite internal resonances. This is achieved by constructing such a model using
a cloud of randomly oriented pairs of axially-parallel curly strips, where each individual strip has the
same statistical parameters as that used to construct grassland model A. The pairs of curly strips of
model B are randomly oriented and have their aspect angles following the same distribution as that of
grassland model A. It should be noted that both models A and B should have the same number of curly
strips.
5. ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATION OF POLSAR IMAGING AND
ESTIMATION OF RADAR VEGETATION INDEX
A single strip or a cloud of strips can be subjected to incident plane wave of speciﬁc polarization to
simulate the PolSAR operation during land imaging. The operation of land imaging through monostatic
side-looking PolSAR can be simulated as a spaceborne (satellite) antenna moving in the azimuth
direction at altitude H as shown in Figure 5. This antenna continuously transmits electromagnetic
pulses at a speciﬁc rate. Each pulse can be considered as a pulsed plane wave incident on the ground
at an angle θi with the satellite nadir. The ground range direction is parallel to the ground surface and
normal to the azimuth direction as shown in the ﬁgure.

Figure 5. Operation of grassland imaging using
PolSAR system.

Figure 6. Basis function for surface current
expansion on two triangles sharing an edge [17].

For obtaining backscatter coeﬃcients, it is required to deduce the current ﬂowing on the strip
surface due to an incident plane wave. As shown in Figure 3, the strip surface is divided into a number
of triangular patches, and each has three edges; an edge which belongs to only one triangular patch
is called a boundary edge. Such an edge exists only on the rim of the surface, and hence, it has no
electric current component ﬂowing normal to it. An edge which belongs to two triangular patches is
a non-boundary edge. The current ﬂowing on the conducting surface is expressed as a summation of
vector basis functions with unknown amplitudes as given by Eq. (7). Each basis function is deﬁned for
a pair of triangular patches sharing a none-boundary edge. The most suitable basis function may be
the Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) basis function [17]. Figure 6 shows two triangular patches sharing a
non-boundary edge on which the basis function is deﬁned.
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The current distribution, J, ﬂowing on the strip surface can be expanded in terms of the RWG
basis functions as follows.
N

In fn ,

J=

(7)

n=1

where In is the magnitude of the current crossing the edge Ln , and fn is the RWG basis function deﬁned
as follows.
⎧
ln +
⎪
⎪
ρn , r ∈ Pn+
⎪
⎪
2S
⎨
n+
ln −
(8)
fn =
ρn , r ∈ Pn−
⎪
⎪
⎪
2S
−
n
⎪
⎩
0,
otherwise
where ρn+ is the triangular patch from which the current is ﬂowing out, and ρn+ is the triangular patch
to which the current is ﬂowing in.
ln is the length of the non-boundary edge Ln , r the position vector of a point in one of the two
triangles, Sn± the area of Pn± , and vector ρ±
n is given as follows.


±
=
±
r
−
r
(9)
ρ±
n±
n
fn ,
The scattered electric ﬁeld is expressed as an integral of the unknown current ﬂowing on the strip
surface. The boundary conditions are applied to enforce vanishing of the tangential electric ﬁeld on
the conducting surface. Thus, an EFIE is formulated for the unknown current magnitude, In . Once
the EFIE is formed, it can be solved using the MoM to get the unknown current distribution on the
strip surface. Consequently, the backscattered far ﬁeld can be evaluated by simulation of two cases: (i)
the incident plane wave is horizontally polarized (Evi = 0) and (ii) the incident plane wave is vertically
polarized (Ehi = 0) giving rise to the coeﬃcients Shh , Shv , Svh and Svv given by Eq. (2).
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the present section, the numerical results for geometric models of the clouds representing grassland
areas are presented. The RVI is calculated through EM simulation by subjecting the random strip
clouds to both horizontally polarized and vertically polarized plane waves. A quantitative estimation of
the grass height is achieved by ﬁtting the relation between the RVI and grass height as a higher-order
polynomial which accurately expresses the grass height as a single-valued function of the RVI. The
eﬀect of the peaks or anti-peaks that appear in the collected RVI data with changing the grass height
due to the internal resonances of the strip cloud is investigated. The consequent errors encountered
in the estimation of the grass height are numerically evaluated under some conditions of the internally
resonant modes.
6.1. Geometric and Electric Models of Grassland Using Random Strip Structures
To study the characteristics of electromagnetic scattering from vegetation or natural grassland, models
of random strip structures are constructed. By controlling the statistical parameters of the random
curly strip shown in Figure 3, the long narrow leaves constituting the grass land can be accurately
simulated. The current section presents geometrical models of a random curly strip and random clouds
of such a strip.
6.1.1. Geometric Modelling of Random Curly Strip
To be used as a constituent of a grassland model, a random curly strip of height h = 20 cm can be
modeled as described in Section 4, Figure 3, with diﬀerent values of the statistical parameters: μρ , σρ
and μφ , σφ . Samples of such random curly strips are presented in Figure 7.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Triangular patch models of random curly strips of height h = 20 cm and w = 0.3 cm with
diﬀerent values of μρ and μφ . (a) μρ = 3 mm, μφ = 90◦ and σφ = 45◦ . (b) μρ = 3 mm, μφ = 180◦ and
σφ = 90◦ . (c) μρ = 5 mm, μφ = 180◦ and σφ = 90◦ . (d) μρ = 1cm, μφ = 180◦ and σφ = 90◦ .
6.1.2. Clouds of Random Curly Strips for Grassland Modeling
This section presents random clouds of curly strips as described in Section 4. Figures 8(a), (b) show
three diﬀerent models of the grassland areas constructed as random curly strips with mean height
μh = 5 cm and 30 cm, respectively. For the three grassland areas, the individual strip has the following
statistical parameters μρ = 3 mm, σρ = 0.5 mm, lρc = 20 cm, μφ = 90◦ , σφ = 45◦ and lφc = 20 cm. The
area over which the cloud is constructed is 50 cm × 50 cm including total number of 2500 strips with
average spacing of 1 cm. Each of the (50 cm × 50 cm) models of the grassland areas presented in Figure 8
can be used to represent a homogeneous natural grassland area corresponding to a pixel in a PolSAR
image of resolution 0.5 m × 0.5 m.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Two grassland models each of 50 cm × 50 cm using volumes of random curly strips. (a)
μh = 5 cm and σh = 1.5 cm. (b) μh = 30 cm and σh = 3 cm.
Each of the individual strips composing the cloud is randomly oriented to have its axis in the
direction (θg , φg ). Angle φg is a random variable with uniform distribution such that φg ∈ {0, 360◦ }.
Angle θg is a Gaussian random variable with mean μθg and standard deviation σθg . To get almost all
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the strips of the generated cloud oriented so as to satisfy the condition θmin < θg < θmax , the standard
deviation should be set as follows σθg = (θmaxg − θming )/6. As the vertical orientation is dominant for
a leaf of the grass one may conﬁne θg to the closed interval: θg ∈ [−15◦ , 15◦ ]; this means to set μθg = 0
and σθg = (15 − (−15))/6 = 5◦ . The angle φg is a random variable with uniform distribution such that
φg ∈ {0, 360◦ }.
The geometric model of a grassland area corresponding to a pixel in a PolSAR image of resolution
1 m×1 m can be constructed as a 1 m×1 m square area within which the strips are randomly distributed
according to either model A or model B. To get an average distance about 4 cm between the neighboring
leaves, the density of the leaves of the grassland area is set to 720 leaf /m2 . For such a grassland area
with model A, the orientation, θg , of each strip follows the Gaussian distribution shown in Figure 9.
For numerical simulation it may be convenient to discretize the random variable θg so that it takes
one of seven values as follows: θg ∈ {−15, −10, −5, 0, 5, 10, 15}. In this case, the discretized Gaussian
distribution shown in Figure 9 as a bar chart can be used to create the geometric model of the grassland
area. This can be explained more in view of Table 1, which shows the number of strips having a certain
vertical orientation (speciﬁc value of θg ).
This means that, for a plane wave incident at angle θi with the vertical direction, the individual
strips have their aspect angles θA = θi + θg as a random variable of Gaussian distribution with mean,
μθA = μθg + θi , and standard deviation, σθA = σθg .
For example, if the plane wave is incident at θi = 40◦ , on a grass of μθg = 0, and σθg = 5◦ , the
aspect angle θA is conﬁned in the range θA ∈ [25◦ , 55◦ ], which means μθA = 40◦ and σθA = 5◦ .
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Figure 9. Evaluation of the weights of the ensemble averaging over the aspect angles.
Table 1. The number of strips having a certain vertical orientation (speciﬁc value of θg ) for a cloud of
720 strips representing a 1 m × 1 m grassland area of either model A or model B with average horizontal
separation of about 4 cm between the leaves of the grass.
θg
Number of strips
(model A)
Number of strips couples
(model B)

−15◦

−10◦

−5◦

−0◦

5◦

10◦

15◦

Total number of
strips/strip couples

9

59

172

238

172

59

9

720

5

30

85

119

85

30

5

360
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6.2. Estimation of the RVI through Electromagnetic Simulation
For electromagnetic simulation, consider a SAR image with resolution 1 m × 1 m (the ground surface
area corresponding to a pixel). As the SAR data are collected for each pixel, it is required to construct
geometric models for grassland areas with dimensions 1 m × 1 m for each area as described in Section 4.
The aspect angle, θA , is the angle between the direction of incidence of the plane wave and the axis
of a strip in a cloud representing the grassland can be considered as a Gaussian distributed random
variable. For a plane wave incident at angle θi , the mean value of θA , μθA is equal to θi . The standard
deviation of θA , σθA is a measure of the scatter of the strips constituting the grass model. To simulate
natural pasture, it may be appropriate to set σθA = 7◦ . To get realistic simulation of the back scattering
coeﬃcients for natural grassland the variation of θA among the constituent strips of the grass model
should be taken into consideration. For a SAR look angle θi = 40◦ , the electromagnetic simulation
is achieved for the seven values of the aspect angle: θA = 25◦ , 30◦ , 35◦ , 40◦ , 45◦ , 50◦ , and 55◦ . Such
sample values of θA are taken to satisfy an average μθA = 40◦ . Thus, an ensemble of 7 samples of
random curly clouds for each of the indicated aspect angles is created. The backscattering coeﬃcients
Shh , Svh , Shv , and Svv are evaluated for each sample of the grass land models and averaged considering
the Gaussian distribution of θA . That is the weights of the averaging are Gaussian distributed with
mean value of θA = 40◦ and standard deviation of 7◦ . The variation of the averaged values of the
scattering coeﬃcients with the frequency is presented in Figure 10(a). The corresponding covariance
matrix is calculated, and hence, the ensemble-averaged RVI is plotted against the frequency as presented
in Figure 10(b) with some ﬁtted relations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Frequency dependence of the Gaussian weighted average of the backscatter coeﬃcients,
Shh , Svh , Shv , and Svv and the corresponding RVI where the averaging is performed over diﬀerent values
of the aspect angle (θA ).

6.3. RVI as a Monitor for Grass Height
The covariance matrix is calculated using the ensemble-averaged values of the scattering coeﬃcients
obtained through EM simulation for a SAR look angle of 40◦ . Hence, the relation between the ensembleaveraged RVI for the 70 ensembles and the grass height can be obtained as presented in Figure 11. Curve
ﬁtting using a 5th-order relation can be calculated to get the inverted relation from which the grass
height can be accurately estimated using the RVI data obtained through EM simulation. The ﬁtted
5th-order polynomial is given by Eq. (10), and the corresponding ﬁtted curve is plotted in Figure 11.
Lg = 673(RVI)5 − 1083(RVI)4 + 612(RVI)3 − 125(RVI)2 + 68(RVI) + 12.19,

0 ≤ RVI ≤ 0.89,
20 ≤ Lg ≤ 100

(10)
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Figure 11. The Gaussian weighted ensemble-average of the RVI against grass height, SAR look angle,
θi = 40◦ .
As the grassland models and EM simulation are realistic, the relation in Eq. (10) or, equivalently,
the curve plotted in Figure 11 can be considered as a reference to estimate the grass height from
the RVI data collected by an actual PolSAR system providing that the grass height lies in the range:
20 ≤ Lg ≤ 100, and the RVI lies in the range: 0 ≤ RVI ≤ 0.89.
6.4. Resonant Modes of Finite-Length Two-Strip Waveguide
The RCS of a pair of parallel straight strips is investigated over a wide frequency range. For this purpose,
two parallel strips of length 20 cm and 4 cm apart are subjected to a vertically polarized incident plane
wave as shown in Figure 12(a). The RCS of such a strip structure is plotted against the frequency as
shown in Figure 12(b) and compared with the RCS of a single strip of the same length. As shown in
the ﬁgure, the RCS of the two-strip structure has sharp peaks over very narrow bands of the frequency.
Such peaks do not appear in the frequency response of the RCS of the single wire. Consequently, such
sharp peaks occur at resonant frequencies corresponding to the modes generated between the couple
z

Ei

Ki
l

x

y
d

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Two parallel strips (l = 20 cm and d = 4 cm) subjected to a vertically polarized incident
plane wave θi = 45◦ and φi = 0◦ . (a) Two parallel strip wires. (b) Frequency response of the RCS.
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of strips. It is noticed that such internal resonances appear at frequencies near those of the natural
modes of a single strip. Thus, the frequency behavior of the RCS of two-strip structure is characterized
by wide-band smooth peaks at the natural resonances and narrow-band sharp peaks at the internal
resonances.
The near ﬁeld distributions in the region around the two parallel straight strips are presented in
Figure 13 at the frequencies corresponding to ﬁrst and second natural and internal resonant modes.
As shown in Figure 13(a), the electric ﬁeld at the ﬁrst natural resonance seems to be bound to each
wire as if this wire exists alone, and hence, the ﬁeld around each individual wire is related to the
current distribution on this strip. On the contrary, the electric ﬁeld at the ﬁrst internal resonance is
concentrated in the area between the two wires as shown in Figure 13(b), which means that the electric
ﬁeld lines are extending between the two wires. Thus, the two strips parallel and close to each other
are necessary requirements for such an internal resonance to take place. One can say that a natural
resonance can exist even for a single wire whereas an internal resonance requires at least a couple of wires
to exist. This can be conﬁrmed by the near ﬁeld distributions around the same couple of strips at the
frequencies corresponding to the second-order natural and internal resonances as shown in Figures 13(c)
and 13(d), respectively. It should be noticed that both natural and internal resonances take place when
the strip length is nearly integer multiples of half the wavelength of the incident wave as explained in
Section 3 and given by Eq. (5). For example, the ﬁrst and second order natural and internal resonances
take place when the strip length is almost equal to λ/2 and λ, respectively. In conclusion, a pair of
conducting strips of ﬁnite length can act as a waveguide resonator that has its resonant modes occurring
at frequencies determined by the waveguide length (length of the two strips), a fact which is discussed
in Section 3.

Volt/m

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 13. Electric ﬁeld distribution in the near zone around two parallel wires at natural and internal
resonances. (a) 1st natural resonance, f = 3250 MHz. (b) 1st internal resonance, f = 3450 MHz. (c)
2nd natural resonance, f = 6805 MHz. (d) 2nd internal resonance, f = 6967 MHz.

6.5. Resonant Modes of a Couple of Finite-Length Axially Parallel Random Curly Strips
Like a pair of parallel straight strips with their internal resonant modes discussed in Section 3, a pair
of axially-parallel random curly strips can support internal resonant modes. This can be investigated
by subjecting a pair of curly strips whose axes are parallel to the z-axis, as shown in Figure 14(a), to
a vertically polarized plane wave propagating in the direction θ = 45◦ . For a structure of two axially
parallel random curly strips of the same height, h = 5 cm and separated by a distance d = 1.0 cm, the
distribution of the near ﬁeld is plotted in the region around the two strips as shown in Figures 14(b),
(c), (d) at the frequencies corresponding to the ﬁrst, second, and third order internal resonances. The
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 14. Near ﬁeld distribution around a couple of axially parallel (z-oriented) curly wires of the
same height h = 5 cm with their axes separated by distances d = 1.0 cm. (a) Two curly wires. (b) 1st
resonance f = 2482 MHz. (c) 2nd resonance f = 4980 MHz. (d) 3rd resonance f = 7537 MHz.
electric ﬁeld concentration between the two strips and its variation along the wires exhibits the order
of the corresponding internal resonance. It is clear that the near ﬁeld distribution behaves in a manner
similar to that of the near ﬁeld distribution at the internal resonances of two parallel straight strips
presented in Section 6.4. One can conclude that the internal resonances of a pair of axially-parallel
random curly strips are almost governed by the same rules as those of the straight strips and can be
approximately evaluated using Equation (5).
6.6. Eﬀect of the Internal Resonances of Random Strip Clouds on the RVI
The present section demonstrates and discusses the eﬀects of the internal modes of random clouds of
curly strips representing grassland areas on the RVI as measured by PolSAR systems. This is achieved
through EM simulation using both vertically and horizontally polarized plane waves incident on the
random strip structure with diﬀerent values of the aspect angle. Figure 15 shows comparisons between
the RVI obtained through EM simulation for a single curly strip and that for a pair of axially parallel
strips of the same statistical parameters. As shown in the ﬁgure, the latter seems to be greatly aﬀected
by the internal resonances especially at the resonant frequencies. The sharp peaks (or anti-peaks)
appearing in the RVI frequency response for the couple of axially parallel strips do not appear for the
single curly strip. Another important fact that can be concluded from the results presented in Figure 15
is that the RVI is strongly dependent on the aspect angle.
The frequency responses of the RVI calculated for realistic grassland clouds (constructed of 720
random curly strips) of both models A and B (as given in Table 1) are presented in Figure 16 for
average grass height h = 20 cm. It is clear that the RVI for grassland model B (including pairs of
axially-parallel curly strip wires) has considerable diﬀerences compared with that of the grassland model
A (of unparalleled curly strips) especially at the frequencies corresponding to the internal resonances.
Recall that the RVI can be used as a monitor for the grass height as described in Section 6.3. The
comparison between the two curves plotted in Figure 16 shows that the RVI at the internal resonances
cannot be considered as an accurate monitor of the grass height using the reference relation given by
Eq. (10) or the reference curve presented in Figure 11, especially at the frequencies of the internal
modes. Considerable diﬀerences may lead to large errors in the inverse process of recovering the grass
height due to the occurrence of the internal resonances of the random wire structure representing the
grassland model.
The following section is concerned with a quantitative demonstration of the errors encountered
during the estimation of the grass height using the RVI due to the eﬀect of internal resonances.

RVI

(d)

(c)

RVI

(b)

RVI

(a)
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(f)

Figure 15. Frequency response of the RVI showing the eﬀect of internal modes through electromagnetic
simulation using plane wave incident with diﬀerent values of the aspect angle θi , strip length l = 20 cm,
width w = 1 cm, separation d = 4 cm. (a) θi = 25◦ . (b) θi = 30◦ . (c) θi = 35◦ . (d) θi = 40◦ . (e)
θi = 45◦ . (f) θi = 50◦ .

Figure 16. Frequency response of the RVI for random cloude of curly strips showing the eﬀect of
internal resonances through electromagnetic simulation strip height h = 20 cm, width w = 1 mm,
separation d = 4 cm.
6.7. Errors in Grass Height Estimation due to the Eﬀect of the Internal Resonances
As presented in Section 6.3, the RVI measured by PolSAR systems can be used to monitor the grass
height. However, the presence of the internal modes may lead to erroneous recovery of the grass height
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due to the singular sharp peaks of the RVI-frequency curve as presented in Figure 16 and discussed
in Section 6.6. For quantitative assessment of such errors, grassland model B with intended inclusion
of some pairs of axially-parallel curly strips is constructed as described in Section 6.6. This enables
the excitation of some internal modes for speciﬁc heights of the curly strips according to the operating
frequency of the PolSAR. For such a model, the dependence of the Gaussian weighted average RVI on
the grass height is presented in Figure 17 for a PolSAR operating at a frequency 1.27 GHz with look
angle θi = 40◦ . The RVI for the grassland model B is clearly aﬀected by the internal resonances. As
shown in this ﬁgure, the RVI for grassland model B has sharp peaks at some discrete heights of the grass
corresponding to internal resonances of speciﬁc orders. In comparison with the RVI for the grassland
model A, which is the reference curve to estimate the grass height, the RVI of the grassland model B
shows considerable diﬀerences. Consequently, this leads to considerable errors in the estimated grass
height.

Figure 17. The Gaussian weighted average of
the RVI against grass height at the presence of
the internal resonances at 1.27 GHz.

Figure 18.
Inhomogeneous grassland area
composed of four quarters of diﬀerent homogenous
grass heights using clouds of random curly stripwires.

Figure 18 shows a geometrical model for an inhomogeneous square grassland area (100 m × 100 m)
composed of four quarters of diﬀerent average grass heights (25, 45, 65, 90 cm). This model is
constructed using clouds of curly strips as described in Section 4. For the sake of evaluating the
RVI as measured by PolSAR system, a four-channel PolSAR image with resolution of 1 m × 1 m is
constructed for this grassland area through EM simulation. To get the generated grassland area free
from internal modes, the grassland model A is used to generate a 1 m×1 m grassland cell of homogeneous
height distribution corresponding to each pixel of the image so as to construct the entire inhomogeneous
grassland area.
To demonstrate the eﬀect of the internal resonances on the accuracy of the retrieved grass height by
applying the method described in Section 6.3, the same geometric model for inhomogeneous grassland
area as that considered in the previous case is constructed using grassland model B instead of model
A. The pairs of axially-parallel curly strips found in model B enable the excitation of the internal
resonances according the SAR operating frequency. For both areas of inhomogeneous grasslands, the
image of the RVI obtained from the simulated PolSAR image through EM simulation is presented in
Figures 19(a) and (b) for the grassland composed of cells of model A and that composed of model B,
respectively. The RVI values are indicated using a color code specially made to appropriately display
the RVI as an indicator for the vegetation density. By comparison between Figures 19(a) and 19(b), it is
shown that the RVI is signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the excitation of the internal modes within the grassland
constructed using cells of model B.
It is required to retrieve the grass heights at the positions corresponding to the pixels of the
RVI image. This can be achieved by applying the method described in Section 6.3 through the ﬁtted
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(a)

(b)

Figure 19. RVI images obtained by EM simulation of land imaging PolSAR. (a) Model A. (b) Model B.

(a)

(b)

Figure 20. Recovered grassland heights using the method described in Section 6.3. (a) Model A. (b)
Model B.
polynomial given by Eq. (10) or the reference curve presented in Figure 11. The retrieved grass heights
are presented in Figures 20(a) and 20(b) for the grassland areas composed of cells of model A and that
composed of cells of model B, respectively. A comparison between the heights of the original grassland
area presented in Figure 18 and the estimated heights presented in Figure 20(a) shows almost identical
heights at all the positions within the grassland area. On the other hand, the retrieved heights for
the grassland area composed of cells of model B show signiﬁcant deviations compared with the original
grassland heights shown in Figure 18.
The errors of retrieved grass heights for all the pixels of the image are presented in Figures 21(a)
and 21(b) for the grassland areas composed of cells of model A and that composed of cells of model
B, respectively. It is clear that the errors are very low and are negligible for the grassland of model
A compared to the errors arising due to the internal resonances for the grassland of model B. The
percentage error in the retrieved grass height averaged over the image pixels is about 0.45% for the
grass land of model A. Such a low percentage error in the estimated grass height in the absence of the
internal modes reﬂects the eﬃciency of the proposed method to estimate the grass height using the RVI
measured by PolSAR system. On the other hand, the averaged percentage error is about 11.5% for the
grassland of model B. The maximum error in the grass height estimation is that encountered for the
grassland quarter of 90 cm height (at many pixels within the image area corresponding to this quarter).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 21. The relative errors in the recovered grass heights for (a) grassland area without internal
modes and (b) grassland area aﬀected by internal modes. (a) Model A. (b) Model B.
This can be explained in view of the curve representing the dependence of the RVI on the grass height
shown in Figure 17. It is clear that large diﬀerences between the RVI obtained for grassland free from
internal resonances and that obtained for grassland with excited internal resonances occur around a
grass height of 90 cm. Also, for the land quarter with a grass height of 25 cm, signiﬁcant error in the
estimated height occur at a few separate pixels within the image area corresponding to this quarter.
This can be attributed to that the grass cloud of such a height is close to the conditions required to
excite the 2nd-order internal resonance at the operating frequency of the PolSAR system (1.27 GHz).
In conclusion, one can say that the average error in the estimated grass height for the grassland
model including pairs of axially-parallel curly strips may be considerably higher than the error
encountered for the grassland model free from parallel pairs.
It may be worthwhile to mention that the aim of the present paper has been to introduce the
main idea of the method proposed for grassland height retrieval using the RVI (as conventionally
deﬁned). The proposed method is introduced under the assumption of optimal environmental and
operational conditions during the land-imaging process. Besides, some models of the grasslands have
been constructed for quantitative assessment of the proposed method through the numerical results of
electromagnetic simulation. For sure, the electromagnetic propagation impairments, such as ionosphere,
rain, cloudy atmosphere [18, 19], and strong winds, can have signiﬁcantly bad eﬀects on the proposed
method. Moreover, the SAR receiver noise and interfering signals can also aﬀect the accuracy of the grass
height retrieval. Of course, the assessment of such negative eﬀects needs a great deal of research eﬀort
especially those causing depolarization of the electromagnetic scattering that may lead to erroneous RVI
data. However, good treatment of the consequences of such negative eﬀects is aﬀordable as the RVI
data itself (as collected by PolSAR systems) has been proved to be amenable to such bad environmental
conditions, and hence, there is still a great chance for eﬃcient application of the proposed method.
Moreover, the expression of the RVI itself can be modiﬁed [20] to get more realistic representation for
the volume scattering due to vegetation only and to minimize the clutter eﬀects.
7. CONCLUSION
A method for monitoring the natural grass height through PolSAR data is proposed. In the natural
grass land consisting of long narrow leaves, it frequently happens to ﬁnd equal and axially-parallel
leaves resulting in a microwave cavity or internally resonant modes. These modes are studied, and their
eﬀects on the estimation of the grass height are investigated. For the evaluation of the backscattering
coeﬃcients Shh , Svh , Shv , and Svv through EM simulation, a grassland area is modelled as a cloud of
highly conductive random curly strips. A new method is proposed to use the RVI for the purpose of
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measuring the grass height. It is shown that singular sharp peaks of the RVI-frequency curve due to
the excitation of internally resonant modes may lead to erroneous recovery of the grass height. The
percentage error of the estimated grass height when some internal modes are excited is found to be
higher than the error encountered for the grassland model free from such internal resonances.
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